Branched helical junctions are common in nucleic acids. In DNA, the four-way junction (Holliday junction) is an essential intermediate in homologous recombination and is a highly dynamic structure, capable of stacking conformer transitions and branch migration. Our single-molecule fluorescence studies provide unique insight into the energy landscape of Holliday junctions by visualizing these processes directly. In the hairpin ribozyme, an RNA four-way junction is an important structural element that enhances active-site formation by several orders of magnitude. Our single-molecule studies suggest a plausible mechanism for how the junction achieves this remarkable feat; the structural dynamics of the four-way junction bring about frequent contacts between the loops that are needed to form the active site. The most definitive evidence for this is the observation of three-state folding in single-hairpin ribozymes, the intermediate state of which is populated due to the intrinsic properties of the junction.
Introduction
Branched helical structures of nucleic acids are ubiquitous in Nature, and there are many known examples in which their structural properties are essential for biological functions [1] . For instance, a DNA four-way junction called a Holliday junction is formed as a key intermediate in DNA recombination [2] , and many enzymes have developed that specifically target and process the Holliday junction [3, 4] . In a small, self-cleaving RNA enzyme called the hairpin ribozyme, an RNA four-way junction found in the natural form of the RNA allows the molecule to fold and function efficiently under physiological conditions. In contrast, the minimal form of the hairpin ribozyme that lacks the junction requires two or three orders of magnitude higher Mg 2+ concentrations to achieve optimal activity. We have begun single-molecule studies of the dynamic properties of the Holliday junction and hairpin ribozyme with the aim of understanding the functional consequences of their structural dynamics.
Single-molecule FRET (fluorescence resonance energy transfer)
Single-molecule fluorescence imaging [5] is a powerful tool for probing biological events directly without the temporal and population averaging of conventional ensemble studies [6, 7] . In particular, single-molecule FRET methods [8, 9] provide a powerful means of observing the dynamic structural changes of biomolecules, as well as of subpopulations in a heterogeneous mixture [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In a typical single-molecule FRET experiment, a biological macromolecule is labelled with donor and acceptor fluorophores at different positions. The internal motion of the molecule can bring the two fluorophores closer together or further apart. The FRET efficiency E, defined as the fraction of donor excitation events that result in the excitation of the acceptor, is a strong function of the distance R between the two fluorophores, according to the equation:
R 0 is the distance at which E is 50%, and is typically within the range 3-6 nm, an ideal length scale for biological macromolecules. Often, the molecular motions are very difficult to synchronize or are too rare to detect using ensemble FRET. In these cases, single-molecule FRET opens up new opportunities to probe structural changes of biological molecules in real time.
In order to observe single-molecule conformational changes over millisecond or second time scales, the molecules need to be immobilized. This is achieved most easily by a specific tether, such as biotin-streptavidin binding to a glass surface. Although this is an unnatural situation, the biological activities of DNA and RNA molecules remain faithfully preserved, as comparisons with measurements in bulk solution have shown [10] [11] [12] 16] .
The Holliday junction in DNA
DNA is often considered as a static molecule whose main role is in information storage. However, it must participate in functional processes, including transcription, replication, repair and recombination. The Holliday junction is formed as a key intermediate in DNA recombination by combining two homologous DNA molecules [3] . To understand how different enzymes recognize and process the Holliday junction during recombination, its intrinsic structural properties first need to be known. The Holliday junction is a highly dynamic structure, capable of undergoing two major structural changes: stacking conformer transitions and branch migration, which are strongly dependent on the types and concentrations of metal ions in solution. In the absence of bivalent metal ions such as Mg 2+ , the Holliday junction takes on a so-called 'open structure', in which each of the four helices points to the corner of a square [19] . In the presence of Mg 2+ , a more compact structure called the 'stacked-X structure' is formed [20, 21] . Neighbouring helices are co-axially stacked in pairs, and the axes are rotated to subtend an acute angle between them, hence the name stacked-X structure ( Figure 1a ). In this structure, two of the DNA strands run continuously through a given pair of stacked helices in an antiparallel direction, while the other two are exchanged between helical pairs. By symmetry, there are two alternative stacking partners for each helix, and hence there are two different conformations. If we label the four helices A-D consecutively around the junction, then conformer I forms with A stacked on D and C stacked on B, while conformer II has A stacked on B and C stacked on D [22, 23] . We attached fluorescent probes to the Holliday junction so that one conformer had a higher FRET efficiency than the other, and thus observed individual Holliday junctions fluctuating between the two stacking conformers [12] (Figure 1b) . The fluctuation rate decreased substantially with increasing Mg 2+ concentration, but the relative populations remained constant (Figures 1b and 1c) . This is in marked contrast with the folding of an RNA junction (see below), where an increase in Mg 2+ concentration increases the population in the folded state. Therefore, unlike in RNA folding, the rates of stacking conformer transitions cannot be measured using conventional stopped-flow techniques, making them truly non-synchronizable dynamics. Before our studies, the only estimate for stacking conformer transition rates came from NMR linewidth studies in one junction [24] .
Why does adding more Mg 2+ slow the dynamics of the DNA junction? Crystal structures show that four negatively charged phosphate groups are within 6 Å of each other [25] [26] [27] , leading to unfavourably strong electrostatic repulsion that can only be screened by metal ions. Stacking conformer transitions require unstacking of neighbouring helices, with a likely intermediate resembling the open structure, and this becomes less populated if the stacked structure is stabilized further by increasing Mg 2+ concentration. Branch migration has also been shown to slow down by 1000-fold upon Mg 2+ addition [28] , and it has been proposed that the Mg 2+ -free open structure is the common intermediate for branch migration and stacking conformer transitions [12] .
Almost all structural studies of the Holliday junction have used junctions where the DNA sequence does not allow branch migration. Will the stacking conformer transitions occur in the context of a mobile junction? How are conformer transitions related to branch migration? How do the complex structural dynamics of the Holliday junction influence the activities of junction-processing enzymes that catalyse branch migration or junction resolution? Single-molecule fluorescence techniques appear to be well poised to address these interesting questions.
The hairpin ribozyme in RNA
Ribozymes are cellular RNA molecules that catalyse chemical reactions. They have fundamental implications for the evolution of life on the planet, and provide insight into biocatalysis in general [29] . Like protein enzymes, they must fold into a conformation that provides a local environment where catalysis can proceed. The single-molecule FRET method has been used extensively to probe the folding properties of various ribozymes both large [10, 30, 31] and small [11, 16, 32] , as well as of a small RNA junction involved in ribosomal protein binding [33, 34] .
The hairpin ribozyme is one of the nucleolytic ribozymes that bring about a site-specific cleavage of the RNA backbone by means of a trans-esterification reaction. The natural form of the hairpin ribozyme comprises two major structural elements: a four-way RNA junction and two internal loops carried by adjacent A and B arms of the junction (Figure 2a) . The loop-loop interaction is essential for ribozyme activity, generating a 10 5 -fold acceleration of site-specific cleavage or ligation reactions. While the minimal form without arms C and D can still catalyse the cleavage reaction, and has yielded much insight into the catalytic mechanism [35] , its folding requires two to three orders of magnitude higher Mg 2+ concentrations [36] [37] [38] , and the internal equilibrium between cleavage and ligation is shifted compared with the natural form [39] .
In order to gain more insight into the role of the RNA four-way junction in the function of the hairpin ribozyme, we attached fluorescent labels to the ends of A and B arms of the ribozyme, such that folding brings the donor and acceptor in close proximity, yielding high FRET. As expected, the ribozyme spends a progressively longer time in the folded state (high FRET state in Figure 2b ) and a shorter time in the unfolded state (low FRET state in Figure 2b) as the Mg 2+ concentration is increased. Surprisingly, examination of the unfolded state with improved time resolution (4 ms compared with 100 ms) revealed that the unfolded state is made up of at least two states, termed the proximal and distal states (Figure 2c ) [16] . Fluctuations between the distal and proximal states have also been observed in the four-way junction that lacks the loops; hence they reflect the intrinsic dynamics of the four-way junction. The rate of fluctuation between the proximal and distal states decreased 1000-fold when the Mg 2+ concentration was varied from 0.1 mM to 50 mM (Figure 2d ), but their relative populations remained relatively constant, except for a bias towards the proximal state that developed above 20 mM Mg 2+ . Since the proximal state brings the two loop-carrying arms in close proximity, we hypothesized that the proximal state is an obligatory intermediate in a sequential folding pathway (distal ↔ proximal ↔ folded; Figure 3b ). This hypothesis was strongly supported by the data on a sequence variant (C 25 U) that shows impaired folding [40] (Figure 3a ) [16] . The crystal structure [41] reveals that G +1 is extruded from loop A and is inserted into a pocket within loop B, where it forms a Watson-Crick base pair with C 25 of loop B. This pairing is perturbed in the C 25 U variant, destabilizing the folded state and allowing us to observe unfolded ribozymes at millimolar Mg 2+ concentrations, where the fluctuations between the distal and proximal states are slow enough to be resolved directly. Single-molecule time records clearly demonstrate that direct transitions between the distal and folded states are rare (Figure 3a) . The proportion of apparently direct conversions between the distal and folded states (typically less than 10%) was fully explicable in terms of the lifetime of the proximal state and the time resolution of the data. Therefore it is highly probable that the proximal state is an obligatory intermediate in ribozyme folding.
These results provide new insight into the mechanism of hairpin ribozyme folding. The rapid conformational exchange within the unfolded state repeatedly brings the two loop elements into proximity, increasing the probability of interaction between them and thus of folding. Loop-loop interaction involves numerous specific contacts [41] , and the local conformation of the loops in the folded ribozyme is significantly altered from that in the isolated loops [42, 43] . It will therefore require multiple conformational adjustments to achieve the active state. The junction dynamics occur at a rate of ∼100 s −1 at 0.5 mM Mg 2+ , whereas the rate of formation of the folded state is significantly lower ( 3 s −1 ) [16] . Folding under these conditions must be limited by the conformational changes involved in loop-loop interactions rather than by the junction dynamics.
The folding rate of 3 s −1 observed for the natural form is almost three orders of magnitude higher than the folding rate of the minimal form even at much higher Mg 2+ concentrations [11] . In addition, the natural form displayed large heterogeneities in both folding and unfolding rates [16] that originate from the loops, in contrast with the minimal form, which showed heterogeneities only in unfolding rate [11] . We suggest that, in the absence of the junction, the encounter between the loops is rate limiting for folding, and thus the effects of the heterogeneity are observable only in the unfolding reaction.
The presence of the junction accelerates the folding of the hairpin ribozyme by nearly three orders of magnitude, as well as substantially reducing the required Mg 2+ ion concentration for folding into the physiological range. The junction should therefore be regarded as an integral part of the ribozyme that ensures efficient folding -a kind of 'folding enhancer'. A similar situation has been found for the hammerhead ribozyme, where the Mg 2+ concentration required for activity is greatly reduced (again into the physiological range) by inclusion of the loops on helices I and II [44] ; it is likely that interaction between the loops promotes folding into the active conformation. Such auxiliary folding elements may be common in small autonomously folding RNA species.
Conclusions
Our single-molecule studies have shown that the four-way junctions of DNA and RNA are highly dynamic structures capable of undergoing global changes in millisecond and second time scales. These fluctuations are intrinsic properties of the junction structures, and are likely to have important functional consequences for many branched RNA molecules and for proteins and enzymes that recognize and process the junction structures.
